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Arteco appoints SVT Solutions Inc. as manufacturer representative in Canada
FAENZA, Italy - Arteco Global, leader in the field of Video Event Management Software (VEMS)
in the Security industry, is proud to announce our new strategic partnership with SVT Solutions
Inc. of Surrey, BC. Under this agreement, SVT Solutions will strengthen Arteco’s channel
expansion in Western Canada, and provide Arteco with sales support by working closely with
distribution channels and end users to promote and coordinate seamless sales transactions.
Arteco will benefit from the high level of commercial expertise provided by SVT: the company
provides daily sales support with the goal to render the best customer service to all those
involved in the various sales channels. Moreover all SVT services and functions are designed to
increase each manufacturer’s market penetration, brand awareness and year-over-year sales
numbers. Thanks to SVT employee training, manufacturers are ensured that SVT possesses all
of the necessary product knowledge to help them in making the right strategic business
decisions for commercial projects and to develop end-to-end solutions of the highest quality.
“Our newly created partnership with SVT Solutions Inc. is another step towards our goal to have
Arteco become and remain a mainstay name in the Canadian video surveillance industry,”
stated Kevin Wallace, Canadian country manager for Arteco Global, “Bryan Baxter and his team
offer an exceptionally high level of professionalism in terms of sales and marketing support and
this has spurred our expectations to reach substantial long-term growth and commercial
success in Western Canada.”
About Arteco Global Founded in 1987, ARTECO is a global provider of Video Security products
based in Faenza, Italy with US operations in St. Louis, MO. With a focus on Ease of Use and
Event Resource Management, Arteco’s Research and Development principles have united
world-class video analytics and video management software on a single-platform at competitive
price-points to standard Video Management Software (VMS) products. Arteco views Video
Analytics as an enhancement to the video security experience and not as a costly addition or
complication to standard video management. Arteco products are available through their
dedicated team of certified Integrator Partners around the world, including the United States,
Italy, South Africa, Poland, and Canada. Learn more information at www.Arteco-Global.com
About SVT Solutions Inc SVT partners with manufacturers in the electrical, industrial, security
and data industries, working with them to support and drive sales of their product lines. SVT’s

head office is located in Surrey, British Columbia, with satellite offices in Alberta and Manitoba
to ensure complete coverage across Western Canada. They also employ inside sales support,
based in the BC office, to provide excellent customer service to customers, sales support to
representatives and act as a liaison to distributors and manufacturers alike. For more
information please contact: SVT Solutions Inc. +1 604 575-8166 info@svtsolutions.ca
www.svtsolutions.ca

